
CHAPTER 28 

The Method for the SAT Essay 

LEARNING OBJECTlV,ES 

After completing this chapter, you will be able to: 

• Describe the task the SAT Essay Test requires 

• Map the prompt for its big picture and identify three specific features (techniques or 

types of evidence used) 

• Recognize rhetorical features in the prompt to use in your essay 

• Organize the features you choose into an essay outline 

• State what the graders are looking for 

The Essay Task 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

After this lesson, you will be able to: 

• Describe the task the SAT Essay Test requires 

The College Board has announced that the SAT Essay is being discontinued after the June 

2021 testing administration, except in states that require it as part of SAT School Day admin

istrations. If you are taking the SAT on a school day, ask your guidance counselor whether 

the Essay will be included. If you do need to sit for the Essay, read on. 

The SAT Essay Test assesses your college and career readiness. The Essay tests your ability 

to read and analyze a high-quality source document. Your goal is to write a coherent analysis 

for the source supported with critical reasoning and evidence from the given text. No prior 

knowledge of the topic is required. 

The SAT Essay Test features an argumentative source text of 650-750 words aimed toward 

a large audience. Passages may examine ideas, debates, and shifts in the arts and sciences 

as well as civic, cultural, and political life. Ratherthan having a simple for/against structure, 

these passages will be nuanced and will relate views on complex subjects. You can expect 

these passages to be logical in their structure and reasoning. 
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The SAT Essay prompt will ask you to explain how the presented passage's author builds an argument to 

convince an audience. In writing your essay, you may analyze elements such as the author's use of evidence, 

reasoning, style, and persuasion. You will not be limited to those elements listed, however. 

Rather than writing about whether you agree or disagree with the presented argument, you will write an essay 

in which you analyze how the author makes an argument. 

The SAT Essay Test will be broken down into three categories for scoring: Reading, Analysis, and Writing. Each 

of these elements will be scored on a scale of 1-4 by two graders, for a total score of 2-8 for each category. 

This chapter will teach you what to look for in the prompt, what kinds of notes are useful, and how to impress 
the graders favorably. 
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Essay Essentials 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

After this lesson, you will be able to: 

• Map the prompt for its big picture, and identify three specific features (techniques or 
types of evidence used) 

• Organize the points you'll make in an outline. Given the Kaplan Essay Template 

The Basics 

The prompt-the subject of your analysis and writing-is a speech or article by a professional writer or other 

prominent person. The average length is 700-750 words. That person will be arguing for-that is, trying to 
persuade readers of-some specific viewpoint. The good news is that the test maker will tell you, flat out, 

what that viewpoint is; you won't need to deduce it from the article. 

Most of the time the writer will be recommending a particular social or government policy or a personal 
behavior. Sometimes the writer will be recommending against a policy or behavior. And other times, very 

occasionally, the argument will be making a prediction of what mayor may not happen . 

Either way, the assignment is the same. In 50 minutes, you need to read the prompt, analyze how it's put 
together, and write an organized essay explaining how the prompt works. The graders give you scores on each 

of those tasks-reading, analyzing, and writing. 

The Format of the Prompt 

It begins with a standard box of text that reads like this: 

As you read the passage below, consider how [name of author] uses 

• evidence, such as facts or examples, to support claims. 

• reasoning to develop ideas and to connect claims and evidence. 

• stylistic or persuasive elements, such as word choice or appeals to emotion, to add power to the 

ideas expressed. 

After the introductory text box, there is a note providing the author, date, and origin of the prompt text, 

and the text itself. The paragraphs are numbered for your convenience, so you can refer the readerto the 
locations you desire ("In paragraph 3, he says ... "). Most prompts are edited down from longer versions, 
and an ellipsis ( ... ) is used to indicate where text has been removed. You need only consider the text that's 

present. Don't worry about anything edited out. 
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Finally, a text box explains the task. It always spells out exactly what the author's point or conclusion is and 

tells you what they want you to do. For instance: 

Write an essay in which you explain how George W. Bush builds an argument to 

persuade his audience that his temporary worker program should be adopted 
by Congress. In your essay, analyze how Bush uses one or more of the features 

listed in the directions that precede the passage (or features of your own choice) 
to strengthen the logic and persuasiveness of his argument. Be sure that your 

analysis focuses on the most relevant features of the passage. 

Your essay should not explain whether you agree with Bush's claims, but rather 

explain how Bush builds an argument to persuade his audience. 

You may annotate the prompt, or take notes in the margins, or use the last sheet for scratchwork. 

Important note: The graders have to be able to read your writing. They will not read or consider your scratch
work, only the essay itself. You can write in cursive or block letters, whichever is more legible for you. If 

graders cannot read what you have written in the essay, then they will have to disregard it, which will most 

likely hurt your score. 

Suggested Essay Structure 

Here's a structure that is an excellent basis for the SAT Essay assignment. If you understand and practice it, 
you won't waste time deciding how to arrange the paragraphs of your essay. The details of this structure will 

be discussed later in this chapter. 

Paragraph l-Restate the prompt's purpose, and then list the evidence types/rhetorical strategies you will 
discuss. (We recommend listing three.) 

Paragraph 2-Mention one evidence type/rhetorical strategy, with examples and analysis. 

Paragraph 3-Mention a second evidence type/rhetorical strategy, with examples and analysis. 

Paragraph 4-Mention a third evidence type/rhetorical strategy, with examples and analysis. 

Paragraph 5-Summarize the entire argument, in your own words. 

Memorize this structure and use it on your practice essays. If you know the form of your essay beforehand, 

you just have to fill in the content on test day. 
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SAT Essay Timing and Scoring 

Timing 
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You have 50 minutes to complete the Essay. Here are some rough guidelines to get you started: 

• Reading: 5 minutes 

• Note·taking: 5 minutes 

• Analyzing and outlining: 8 minutes 

• Writing: 30 minutes 

• Quick proofreading: 2 minutes 

Don't be concerned if you have trouble executing your first couple of attempts in 50 minutes. In fact, in your 

first couple of practice essays, don't worry about time constraints at all and concentrate completely on the 
quality of your essay. Do still time yourself on these early practice essays so you have a benchmark for how 

close you are to 50 minutes. After you 've written a few of these, you ' ll be able to shave off time, especially 

from the reading and analyzing tasks. 

Scoring 

Two different graders will score your essay. Each will award you between 1 and 4 points in the categories of 

Reading, Analyzing, and Writing, and the two graders' points will be added together in each category. You'll 
get a Reading score between 2 and 8, an Analyzing score between 2 and 8, and a Writing score between 2 
and 8. You'll learn more about what makes for a superior score later in this chapter. 

The next lesson will focus on how to get the information you need to write an effective essay from the prompt. 
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Dissecting the Prompt 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

After this lesson, you will be able to: 

• Recognize rhetorical features in the prompt to use in your essay 

• Organize the features you choose into an essay outline 

The Reading-5 Minutes 

Always start with the box of directions below the prompt, where they spell out the author's purpose (usually, 
as we've said, some sort of recommendation) . Immediately start thinking of how you'll put that purpose into 

your own words. Next, jump into the prompt. 

You may benefit from an initial quick skim, without note-taking. Try to read with interest, noting the general 

outline of the author's argument. 

Get a casual sense of the author's tone and motives. It'll ease you into the prompt gently and lay the ground

work for your more important second pass through the material. 

Exercise 

Take up to five minutes to read this prompt. Remember to start with the directions box below the passage itself. 

As you read the passage below, consider how Barack Obama uses 

• evidence, such as facts or examples. 

• reasoning to develop ideas and to connect claims and evidence. 

• stylistic or persuasive elements, such as word choice or appeals to emotion, to add power to the 
ideas expressed. 

Adapted from U.S. President Barack Obama's address to the first session of Conference of the Parties 21 
(COP21), the 2015 Paris Climate Conference, on November 30, 2015. 

Our understanding of the ways human beings disrupt the climate advances by the day. 

Fourteen of the fifteen warmest years on record have occurred since the year 2000-

and 2015 is on pace to be the warmest year of all. No nation-large or small, wealthy 

or poor-is immune to what this means. 

2 This summer, I saw the effects of climate change firsthand in our northernmost 

state, Alaska, where the sea is already swallowing villages and eroding shorelines; 

where permafrost thaws and the tundra burns; where glaciers are melting at a pace 

unprecedented in modern times. And it was a preview of one possible future-a 

glimpse of our children's fate if the climate keeps changing faster than our efforts to 

address it. Submerged countries. Abandoned cities. Fields that no longer grow .... 
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3 That future is one that we have the power to change. Right here. Right now. But only 

if we rise to this moment. As one of America's governors has said, "We are the first 

generation to feel the impact of climate change, and the last generation that can do 

something about it:' ... 

4 Over the last seven years, [the U.S. has] made ambitious investments in clean energy, 

and ambitious reductions in our carbon emissions. We've multiplied wind power 

threefold, and solar power more than twentyfold, helping create parts of America 

where these clean power sources are finally cheaper than dirtier, conventional 

power. We've invested in energy efficiency in ev~ry way imaginable. We've said no to 

infrastructure that would pull high -carbon fossil fuels from the ground, and we've said 

yes to the first -ever set of national standards limiting the amount of carbon pollution 

our power plants can release into the sky ... . 

5 But the good news is this is not an American trend alone. Last year, the global 

economy grew while global carbon emissions from burning fossil fuels stayed flat. 

And what this means can't be overstated. We have broken the old arguments for 

inaction. We have proved that strong economic growth and a safer environment no 

longer have to conflict with one another; they can work in concert with one another. 

6 And that should give us hope. One of the enemies that we'll be fighting at this 

conference is cynicism, the notion we can't do anything about climate change. 

Our progress should give us hope during these two weeks-hope that is rooted in 

collective action .... 

7 So our task here in Paris is to turn these achievements into an enduring framework 

for human progress-not a stopgap solution, but a long-term strategy that gives the 

world confidence in a low-carbon future. 

8 Here, in Paris, let's secure an agreement that builds in ambition, where progress paves 

the way for regularly updated targets-targets that are not set for each of us but by 

each of us, taking into account the differences that each nation is facing. 

9 Here in Paris, let's agree to a strong system of transparency that gives each of us the 

confidence that all of us are meeting our commitments .... 

70 Here in Paris, let's reaffirm our commitment that resources will be there for countries 

willing to do their part to skip the dirty phase of development. ... 

77 And finally, here in Paris, let's show businesses and investors that the global economy 

is on a firm path towards a low-carbon future. If we put the right rules and incentives 

in place, we'll unleash the creative power of our best scientists and engineers and 

entrepreneurs to deploy clean energy technologies and the new jobs and new 

opportunities that they create all around the world. There are hundreds of billions of 

dollars ready to deploy to countries around the world if they get the signal that we 

mean business this time. Let's send that signal. ... 
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12 For I believe, in the words of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., that there is such a thing 
as being too late. And when it comes to climate change, that hour is almost upon us. 
But if we act here, if we act now, if we place our own short-term interests behind the 

air that our young people will breathe, and the food that they will eat, and the water 

that they will drink, and the hopes and dreams that sustain their lives, then we won't 

be too late for them .. .. 

13 Let's get to work. Thank you very much. 

Write an essay in which you explain how President Obama builds an argument to 

persuade his audience that the Paris conference needs to take timely action on 

the matter of climate change. In your essay, analyze how he uses one or more of 
the features in the directions that precede the passage (or features of your own 
choice) to strengthen the logic and persuasiveness of his argument. Be sure that 
your analysis focuses on the most relevant features of the passage. 

Your essay should not explain whether you agree with Obama's claims, but rather 
explain how Obama builds an argument to persuade his audience. 

At the very least, your first pass through the prompt should have netted you the following information. The 
author's purpose (from the directions box): to get the Paris conference attendees to take specific and immedi
ate action on climate change. Author's tone (from the passage itself): urgently persuasive. The context (from 

the bolded blurb at the beginning): an opening speech ata 2015 conference. Your job (from the directions 

box): Explain how he puts together his argument to get them to take action. 

The Note-Taking-5 minutes 

Once you have an overall sense of the prompt, you're ready to start thinking it through, taking notes as you go. 

Pencil in hand, go paragraph by paragraph, asking yourself what each block of text is doing there. Why has 
the author included it? What does it add to the argument? How does it relate to what came before and to what 

comes just after? If you can identify some rhetorical devices used, note them. 

Here are a couple of things to keep in mind at this stage: 

1. You don't want to think about your essay as a whole. Wait a while. First get a sense of what is happening 
in each paragraph block. Then you can look for patterns. 

2. You don't need to incorporate every single paragraph, or every single rhetorical device, into your essay. If 

a paragraph strikes you as filler, or unimportant, or secondary, just skip past it and don't worry about it. 
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Exercise 

Take up to five minutes to analyze Obama's speech paragraph by paragraph and note 

the main points of each paragraph as well as any rhetorical devices you observe. 

Remember to stay focused on the why of the passage rather than the what. When 
you're done, compare your notes to the sample notes below. 

Adapted from U.S. President Barack Obama's address to the first session of 
Conference of the Parties 21 (COP21), the 2015 Paris Climate Conference, on 
November 30, 2015. 

Our understanding of the ways human beings disrupt the climate advances by the 
day. Fourteen of the fifteen warmest years on record have occurred since the year 

2000-and 2015 is on pace to be the warmest year of all. No nation-large or small, 

wealthy or poor-is immune to what this means. 

2 This summer, I saw the effects of climate change€tha~n our northernmost 
state, Alaska, where the sea is already swallowing villages and eroding shorelines; 

where permafrost thaws and the tundra burns; where glaciers are melting at a pace 
unprecedented in modern times. And it was a preview of one possible future-a 
glimpse of our children's fate if the climate keeps changing faster than our efforts to 

address it. Submerged countries. Abandoned cities. Fields that no longer grow .. .. 

3 That future is one that we have the power to change. Right here. Right now. But only 

if we rise to this moment. As one of America's governors has said, "We are the first 
generation to feel the impact of climate change, and the last generation that can do 
something about it. .. :' 

4 Over the last seven years, [the U.S. has] made ambitious investments in clean energy, 
and ambitious reductions in our carbon emissions. We've multiplied wind power 

threefold, and solar power more than twentyfold, helping create parts of America 

where these clean power sources are finally cheaper than dirtier, conventional 
power. We've invested in energy efficiency in every way imaginable. We've said no to 
infrastructure that would pull high-carbon fossil fuels from the ground, and we've said 

y§ to the first-ever set of national standards limiting the amount of carbon pollution 

our power plants can release into the sky .. .. 

5 ~the good news is this is not an American trend alone. Last year, the global 
economy grew while global carbon emissions from burning fossil fuels stayed flat. And 
what this means can't be overstated. We have broken the old arguments for inaction. 
We have proved that strong economic growth and a safer environment no longer have 

to conflict with one another; they can work in concert with one another. 

6 And that should give us hope. One of the enemies that we'll be fighting at this 

conference is cynicism, the notion we can't do anything about climate change. Our 
progress should give us hope during these two weeks-hope that is rooted in collective 
action .... 
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Sc.an-j stat! 

Affects evert.(oM 

Eloquent list of 
chan3es 

tan still prevent 
disaster: call to 
action 

How US has been 
doin3 the ri9ht 
thin3 

How the world has 
been doin9 the 
ri3ht thin3· 
Old view: not 
enou9h $ to do it 

Possible objection: 
nothin.g to be dOM 

Answer: work 
together 

7 So our task here in Paris is to turn these achievements into an enduring framework for Let's 90 bi3 or 90 

human progress-not a stopgap solution, but a long-term strategy that gives the world home 

confidence in a low-carbon future. 
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8 €e, in P~let's secure an agreement that builds in ambition, where progress paves 
the way for regularly updated targets-targets that are not set for each of us but by 
each of us, taking into account the differences that each nation is facing. 

9 ~,in Paris~agree to a strong system of transparency that gives each of us the 

confidence that all of us are meeting our commitments .... 

10 € e, in Paris,~reaffirm our commitment that resources will be there for countries 
willing to do their part to skip the dirty phase of development. ... 

11 ~ finally, here in P~ let's show businesses and investors that the global economy 

is on a firm path towards a low-carbon future. If we put the right rules and incentives 

in place, we'll unleash the creative power of our best scientists and engineers and 

entrepreneurs to deploy clean energy technologies and the new jobs and new 

opportunities that they create all around the world. There are hundreds of billions of 
dollars ready to deploy to countries around the world if they get the signal that we 
mean business this time. Let's send that signal. ... 

12 For I believe, in the words of Dr. Martin Luther King, Ir., that there is such a thing as 

~g too ~And when it comes to climate change, that hour is almost upon us. 
But if we act here, if we act now, if we place our own short-term interests behind the 

air that our young people will breathe, and the food that they will eat, and the water 
that they will drink, and the hopes and dreams that sustain their lives, then we 

~on't be too late for them.:::::> 

13 Let's get to work. Thank you very much. 

Expert Assessment of Sample Notes 

Repetition pOlAnds 
t he call to action 
T ransparency 

PoolresolArces 

MlAst 9IAide 910bal 
econoMY 

We have the Means 

Invokin9 Dr. Kin9 
to IAnderscore 
IArgency 

Final, stron9 call 
to action 

Here is an assessment of this student's annotations so that you can get the best sense of the process. 
Italicized numbers refer to paragraphs. 

The student notes a "scary" statistic, thus noting an effect that the statistic is intended to have on the 
audience. The student further notes that the purpose of the statistic is to let "everyone" at the conference 
know that they will be affected by climate change. 

2-3 Defines the second paragraph as a personal reminiscence; points out a fancy list of dire outcomes we can look 
forward to and a shift to the call to action. 

4-5 Excellent one-phrase summaries of each of these paragraphs. The student is not stopping to look for patterns. 
(Finding patterns is part of the next step, analyzing and outlin ing.) 

6 Constantly asking "Why is he saying this?" the student notes a possible objection to the action Obama is rec
ommending-as well as the way to combat that objection , with group commitment. 

7 The phrase "go big or go home" encapsulates what the author is implying. 

8- 11 Notes the repeated phrase and sums up each of the things Obama wants done "here in Paris." 

12 "Eloquence plus" is one way to sum up Obama's eloquent phrases ending the speech on a high note. The 
president is clearly not relying just on wonky statistics and policy recommendations. He's finding poetry in the 
challenge to fix the global climate and deftly uses Dr. King's words for emphasis. 

13 Student notes final call to action. Acting quickly, "here in Paris," is a running theme throughout the passage. 
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The Analysis and Outline-8 Minutes 

Now comes the most important part-and perhaps the trickiest part-for many students just starting to 

attempt the essay. Now you want to organize your thoughts: to group them together into idea blocks that will 
demonstrate your command of structure and help you write your essay effectively. 

We recommend that you plan on an introduction, a conclusion, and three body paragraphs. Each of those 
paragraphs should focus on one type of evidence or rhetorical appeal that you've located in the prompt. That 
implies that you should identify three types. 

You can make do with only two (and, thus, two body paragraphs) . But if you carefully examine the published 

SAT Essays that the test makers have identified as high-scoring, you will notice that most if not all of them 
come up with three. And if you practice this a few times, you'll get better and better at it. 

The key question to ask yourself is: As I look at the tactics used and points made, are there three categories I 

can lump them into? If you can find two to three items to list under each category, you've got all the evidence 
you need for a very strong essay. 

Here are the various features the student noted in the Obama prompt above: 

• Statistics and facts showing the bad news (about climate trends) and the good news (about what the 
U.S. and world have already done) 

• A personal reminiscence-a time when the president saw firsthand the devastation of the Alaska 

wilderness 

• A lot of fancy turns of phrase, designed to whip up emotional responses-almost preacher-like 

• Specific goals and plans the delegates can focus on 

• A lot of direct thrusts; here's what we have to do; the clock is ticking; no half-measures; get moving 

• Past objections (it's too big a job; we can't afford it) 

• Counterarguments to those objections (the job's not too big if we pull together; there IS enough money 

if we play our cards right) 

• Expansive visions of the future if we are successful atthis Conference 

There are probably a few more, or other ways to phrase them, but that's already a fairly extensive list. All you 
have to do now is pick out three-the three you feel most confident about and interested in-and decide the 

order in which to mention them. For instance: 

Paragraph 2-How Obama paints a grim picture of the current, and possible future, disasters facing the Earth 

Paragraph 3-The good news so far: the u.s. has done its job; the world has too, to a degree; we know 

what needs to be done 

Paragraph 4-0bama's employment of emotional, even church-like language to rev up the crowd 

That would be one way to go. Here's another: 

Paragraph 2-The emotional appeal: all the impassioned language and turns of phrase, which Obama 

includes from beginning to end 

Paragraph 3-The positive reasons he provides for taking action now 

Paragraph 4-The objections that have been or could be raised and how Obama's ideas counter them 
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Either of those structures would be perfectly fine. (Shortly, we'll share with you a sample essay written to 
still another paragraph structure.) For now, we would recommend that by the end of that eight minutes of 
note-taking and analyzing, you will have decided on your three themes and started to assemble the order of 

the points you want to make in each paragraph. 

A Word about the Outline 

You should use whatever type of outline makes you feel most comfortable and capable as you practice the 
essay, but it's unlikely that you'd create a "sentence outline," in which each roman numeral, capitalized, and 

lowercase point is written as a complete sentence: there just isn't time. 

You may find it simpler to create a topic outline. Here, for instance, is a potential outline for a paragraph 

describing how President Obama paints a grim picture of the situation in 2015: 

Fiy-st bodL( pay-a9n:lpn: 

• Starts with sc.ay-es in qt1 

o 15 yr-. tr-end 

o all CDlAntr-ies 

• Alaska 

o strong mental pictlAr-es for- emotion qt2 

o childr-en affected 

• obstades to pr-ogr-ess 

o cynicism/inaction/lack of will qt~, qt11 

Alternatively, you may want to skip using an outline and instead label your margin notes. You can number 
your body paragraphs as I, II, and III (or A, B, and C) . Put an A in the margin wherever you have a point to 
make in your first body paragraph, B for the next one, and so on . 

Or you might choose to use an "idea map"-jot down points you want to make and then connect those 
thoughts with arrows that you can follow as you write. 

Experiment with more than one method and go with the one that works best for you on test day. 
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What the Graders Want 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

After this lesson, you will be able to: 

• State what the graders are looking for 

Student Response 

Pr-esident Bar-ack Obama's addr-ess to the 2015 tlimate tonfer-ence in Par-is comes acr-oss as 

a heanfelt plea for- the assembled dele£,lates to tum aY"Dund what he clear-lL( feels is the number 

one dan£,ler- to our- planet. He wants to appeal to both the hean and the head, so he emploL(s not 

just factual evidence, but also personal experience and emotionallangua£,le to rev up his audience. 

The statistical evidence Mr. Obama cites is of two tL(pes and ser-ves two differ-ent functions. 

In his vent fir-st par-a£,lr-aph he points out what he must feel is a fr-i£,lhtenin£,l piece of data 

that will make people sit up, the 15 L(ear-s since 2000 that show an over-whelmin£,l tr-end towar-d 

hotter- and hotter- temperatur-es. To make sur-e ever-L( dele£,late sits up, he reminds them that 

ever-L( countrL(, "Iar£,le Dr- small, wealthL( Dr- poor," will have to live with those conseq,uences. Soon 

after-, however, he takes pair.s to cite manL( er.coura£,lin£,l statistics. Par-a£,lr-aph lf laL(s out some 

of what the United States has done, includin£,l r-educe Dr- discour-a£,le use of fossil fuel, commit 

to wind and solar-, ur£,le Americar.s to cor.serve, and put caps on car-bon emissions. The next 

par-a£,lr-aph emphasizes that the US. is far- fY"Dm the onlL( nation that has made positive strides. 

I sense that he feels that he will ener£,lize the crowd better- r.ot bL( har-pin£,l on the doom and 

£,lloom of his openin£,l, but bL( ur£,lin£,l the dele£,lates to staLl on the r-i£,lht Y"Dad that the wor-ld is 

alreadL( on. He also anticipates anL( objection that tumir.£,l the situation ar-ound will be too 

costlL(, bL( directlL( statir.£,l that str-on£,l economies ar.d a better- enviror.mer.t "can work in conc.en." 

Mr-. Obama also war.ts the dele£,lates to feel the per-sonal pair. of what's at stake in climate 

chan£,le, so he describes a tr-ip to Alaska, which manL( people think of as America's last 

wildemess. Ther-e he witnessed the effects of eanh's war-min£,l on the population and the 

£,leo£,lr-aphL(. He doesn't mer.tion wildemess animals but ima£,les of endan£,lered polar- bear-s and 

seals ar.d such ar-e surelL( evoked bL( his "pr-eview" of what could happen if climate c.han£,le 

outpac.es human effons to tum it ar-ound. tr-eatin£,l ur.happL( mental ima£,les in an audience's 

mind c.ar. make more of an impact than statistic.s, he seems to r-ealize, espec.iallL( in the litanL( 

of sor-r-L( situations with which para£,lraph 2 ends. 

The cr-isp phr-ases "Submer-£,led countr-ies" ar.d "Abar.doned cities" in para£,lr-aph 2 ar-e in line 

with "Ri£,lht hen. Ri£,lht now" ir. par-a£,lr-aph 3. TheL( br-in£,l in the kind of r-hetor-ical snap with 

which Mr-. Obama surelL( wants to hit them between the eL(es at the ur£,ler.cL( of the situation. 

"Hundr-eds of billior.s of dollars" isn't a statistic, it's a bit of overstatement that implies 

that if we have the will, we 'll have the means. The repeated "Hen in Par-is" in the calls to four

specific actions that the tonfer-enc.e could take, keeps r-emindin£,l the audience that he is not 

just inter-ested in makin£,l them feel bad, he wants them to act. "Act her-e ... act now" he saLlS 

in para,gr-aph 12. It comes as r.o sur-pr-ise that Dr-. Manin Luther- Kir.£,l, Jr.'s name is evoked, 
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because Mr-. Obama is usin9 the same power- of the pulpit Dr-. Ki~ did, to £let the wor-ld's 

sinner-s, meanin9 all of us, to mend our- waLts. 

Mr-. Obama's speec.h would pr-obablLt end with 9r-eat applause for- the soar-in9 list of the lon9-

ter-m issues that ar-e at stake for- later- gener-ations' air-, food, water-, and dr-eams. But he 

doesn't want applause, he wants r-esults. Pr-obablLt "Let's £let to wor-k" is the snappiest waLt he 

could fir-e up the dele9ates to £let those r-esults. 

Graders' Preferences and Analysis 

The graders are trained to understand the College Board's stated criteria in particular ways so as to reduce the 
possibility of personal bias. By studying many graded essays and graders' comments, we have been able to 
compile the following tables showing what the graders tend to reward and what they tend to downgrade. 

Reading 

Graders tend to reward . .. 

Expressing the author's central idea in your own 
words in the introduction to your essay 

Graders tend to downgrade . .. 

Restating the central idea in the author's own words, 
or presenting the central idea only late in I 

___ the essay _ 

I 
Summarizing the particulars of the author's 
argument in your own words 

fTd~ntifyi~g7elationshiPs behv~e~ details ~~d the 
I ~uthor's claims 

I Long quotations from the prompt or restating 
elements of the argument largely using the author's 

l own wo~ds _ _ __ 

Repeating details without considering their 
connection to the author's claims 

Factual errors or distortions of authorial views Accurately reporting any facts or views that you 
I choose to mention 

: S~rting out the k;y individual i;s~e~ in~i~ed 
- 1- _ __ _ _ _ _ ______ _ 

Analyzing 

Graders tend to reward . .. 

: Clearly identifying rhetorical features/tactics 
employed (three seems to be the optimum number) 

I Identification of specific rhetorical features/tactics 
(e.g., "contrast," "appeal to ... ," 

I "analogy," "allusions to ... ," "metaphor," 
I "c~usality," "hypothetical") _ 

Leaving out key issues or blending several key 
issues to_gether 

Graders tend to downgrade . .. 

Failing to mention, or misidentifying, rhetorical 
features/tactics employed; or mentioning too few of I 

them (c~oosi~g 3 seems to Ee very safeL ____ I 

Reliance on too-generic rhetorical features/tactics 1 
(for instance, "reasoning," " facts," "statistics," i "word choice," "imagery") 

I Explaining those features' intended effect on readers I Omitting consideration of how and why those 

f 
I features were employed 

Assessing the strength of the author's use of those I Om itting consideration of whether the argument's 
features points are effecti~ely presented 

Speculation as to the author's views or motives 
I 

A focus on the why and how of an argum_ent 
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Treating the author as an objective source of 

I informa~ion, rather than as a person engaged in 
persua~on _ _ _ _ ___ -I 

_A foc~ on the wha~of an ~rgume_n_t _____ --' 



Writing 

I 

Graders tend to reward . .. 

Clear, precise assertions 

Following a logical organizational structure 

Paragraphs organized around a single idea or theme 

Appropriately qualified statements 

Correct grammar 

Interesting turns of phrase 

I A v; ri ety of sent; nce st~c-t-ur-es-
Complex sentences as appropriate 

- --
A conclusion separate from the rest 
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Graders tend to downgrade • .. 

j Unclear or vague assertions 

I
, Mean?eri.ng struct~stream-of-c~~ciousnes-s

organization 

r P; ragraph sthat take on too many disparate 

I elements that don't fit togeth~ _ 

Overstatements or hyperbole -----
Grammar errors that are noticeable and fixable even 
within a limited time frame --- - -- ..;;..;.;~---

I Cliches and boring or obvious phrasin..;;g ____ --i 

I Repetitious sentence structure __ J 
~un-ons, or overreliance on sh.9 rt, clipp_ed sentences I 
A conclusion buried wit~ in the fi r:al pa~agra~h ---I 
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Now that you've looked over the criteria, let's go paragraph by paragraph through the student essay, with 
commentary. 

I 911 Pr-esident BanAc.k ObaMa's addr-ess to the 2015 
I 

CliMate Confer-enc.e in Par-is c.OMes ac.r-oss as a 
I 

heanfelt plea for- the asseMbled dele.0ates to tLAm 

, ar-oLAnd what he c.leadL{ feels is the nLAMber- one. 

dan.ger- to OLAr- planet. He wants to appeal to both 

the hean and the head, so he eMploL{s notjLAst 

fac.tLAal evidenc.e, bLAt also per-sonal exper-ienc.e and 

t
' ~:~::;~~; ;:i::::: ~; ~:~:::freS is 

of two tL{pes and ser-ves two differ-ent fLAnctions. 

In his ver-L{ fir-st par-a.0r-aph he points OLAt what he 

MLASt feel is a fr-i.0htenin.0 piec.e of data that will 

Make people sit LAp, the 15 L{ear-s sinc.e 2000 that 

show an over-wheIMin.0 tr-end towar-d hotter- and 

hotter- teMper-atLAt'"e.s. To Make SLAr-e ever-L{ dele.0ate 

I sits LAp, he r-eMinds theM that ever-L{ CO LA ntr-L{, 

I "lar-.0e or- sMail, wealthL{ or- poor-," will have to live 
with those conseq,LAenc.es. Soon after-, howe vet'", he 

takes pains to c.ite ManL{ encoLAr-a.9in.9 statistic.s. 

Par-a.9r-aph Lf laL{s OLAt SOMe of what the United 

States has done., inc.ILAdin.0 r-edLAc.e or- discoLAr-a.0e 

LAse of fossil fLAel, COMMit to wind and solar-, LAr-.0e 

AMer-ic.ans to conser-ve, and pLAt c.aps on c.ar-bon 

eMissions. The ne.xt par-a.0nAph eMphasizes that 

the US. is far- ft'"DM the onlL{ nation that has Made 

I positive str-ides. I sense that he feels that he will 

ene.r-.0ize the c.r-owd better- not bL{ har-pin.0 on the 

dOOM and .0IOOM of his openin.0, bLAt bL{ LAr-.0in.0 the 

dele.0ates to staL{ on the r-i.0ht r-oad that the wodd 

! is alr-eadL{ on. He also antic.ipates anL{ objection 

that tLAmin.0 the sitLAation ar-oLAnd will be too costlL{, 
I 

bL{ dir-ectlL{ statin.0 that str-on.0 econoMies and a 
better- envir-onMent "c.an wor-k in conc.en." 
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1 f/l The first sente~ce s~m;;ariz;s bo~h the 
I context (the conference) and the purpose 

(call to action), but in the student's own 
words. We get the three components that 
will be discussed, and in that order-facts, 
personal experience, emotional wording
which tells the reader that the essay will be 
well organized. 

1 
I 
I 
I 
I 

f/2 Noting the two different types and -l 
functions offactual evidence shows that 
the student has thought through and 
categorized the text that will be cited in the 
essay. Overall, this paragraph is an excellent 
illustration of: 

• Putting the author's ideas into your 
own words (e.g., the 15-year trend) 

• Explaining why something's been 
mentioned (e.g., it's frightening) 

• Emphasizing the intended effect on 
the audience (e.g., to make them pay 
attention and take action) 

Note the very selective quotations from the 
speech. That shows care and thought. 

Two side notes about word choice. The 
repeated "Mr. Obama" shows respect, but 
simply "Obama" would be acceptable. And 
it's okay to use the first person pronoun 
("/ sense that . .. '1 when you make a point 
that you particularly want the reader to 
realize is your opinion. It would be unfair 
to say, "He feels that he will energize . .. , " 
as you can't know that for a fact. If you're 
uncomfortable with using "I," you could 
instead say, "He seems to feel that he will 
energize . .. " That would have the same effect. 



q/3 Mr-. Obama also wants the dele,gates to feel the 

rer-sonal rain of what's at stake in c.limate c.han,ge, 

so he desc.r-ibes a tr-ir to Alaska, whic.h manL{ reorle 

think of as Amer-ic.a's last wildemess. Ther-e he 

witnessed the effects of ear-th's war-min,g on the 

rorLAlation and the ,geo,gr-arhL{. He doesn't mention 

wilder-ness animals bLAt ima,ges of endan,ger-ed 

rolar- bear-s and seals and SLAc.h ar-e sLAr-elL{ evoked 

bL{ his "rr-eview" of what COLAld harren if c.limate 

c.han,ge OLAtraC.es hLAman effor-ts to tLAm it ar-oLAnd. 

tr-eatin,g LAnharrL{ mental ima,ges in an aLAdienc.e's 

mind c.an make mor-e of an imrac.t than statistic.s, 

he seems to r-ealize, esrec.iallL{ in the litanL{ of sor-r-L{ 

sitLAations with whic.h rar-a,gr-arh 2 ends. 

q/Lt The c.r-isr rhr-ases "SLAbmer-,ged coLAntr-ies" 

and "Abandoned c.ities" in rar-a,gr-arh 2 ar-e in line 

with "Ri,ght her-e. Ri,ght now" in rar-a,gr-arh 3. TheL{ 

br-in,g in the kind of r-hetor-ic.al snar with whic.h 

Mr-. Obama SLAr-e.IL{ wants to hit them between the 

eL{es at the LAr-,genc.L{ of the sitLAation. "HLAndr-e.ds 

of billions of dollar-s" isn't a statistic., it's a bit of 

over-statement that imrlies that if we have the 

will, we'll have the means. The r-ereated "Her-e in 

Par-is" in the calls to fOLAr- srec.ific. actions that 

the tonfer-e.nc.e COLAld take, keel'S r-emindin,g the 

aLAdienc.e that he is not JLAst inter-e.sted in makin,g 

them feel bad, he wants them to act. "Act her-e ... 

act now" he saLts in rar-a,gr-arh 12. It comes as no 

sLAr-rr-ise that Dr-. Mar-tin LLAther- Kin,g, .Jr-.'s name 

is evoked, becaLAse Mr-. Obama is LAsin,g the same 

rower- of the rLAlrit Dr-. Kin,g did, to ,get the wodd's 

sinner-s, meanin,g all of LAS, to mend OLAr- waLts. 
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113 Here is the second of the three argument 
elements, connected to the previous 
paragraph with the simple transition, "also 
wants the delegates to ... " Obama's second ' 

I paragraph is carefully put into the writer's 
own words. The last sentence here shows 
the student's understanding that a good 
essay will consider the why of an author's 

I choices, not just the what. 

114 Here is the analysis of the rhetorical 
I devices used by Obama, carefully arranged 

in a logical order. Notice that the student 
has not for a moment forgotten the overall 
purpose of the speech: to get the delegates 
to act. It's brought up as often as possible. 
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, 

'/15 Mr. Obama's sreech would rrobablL{ et'\d 
with .0reat arrlause for the soarit'\.0 list of the 
lot'\.0-term issues that are at stake for later 
.0et'\e.ratiot'\s' air, food, water, at'\d dreams. But he 
doest'\'t wat'\t arrlause, he wat'\ts results. ProbablL{ 
"Let's .0et to work" is the sMrriest waL{ he could 

fire ur the dele.0ates to .0et those results. 
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1/5 The conclusion of an SAT Essay should 
be short. The graders already know what 
you think of the prompt. Finding a new 
way to summarize the whole, that (joesn't 

, sound redundant or clunky, takes practice 

and is never easy. This student has noticed 
that the main theme is encapsulated at the 
very end in the words "Let's get to work," 

which fortunately allows for a reminder of 
the prompt's purpose. Such a reminder is 
crucial to a good conclusion. 

This conclusion is solid. But the good news 

is that if the rest of the essay is strong, a 
weak or problematic conclusion will likely 

not make a big difference to your scores. 



Summary of Graders' Analysis 

Reading 
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This student manages to put both the central idea in paragraph 1 (Obama's desire to spur the conference 
into action), and the summary of the whole argument in paragraph 5, into the student's own words, which is 
crucial to scoring well in this category. There are no inaccuracies in the reporting, and every reported detail 

relates to some key point Obama is trying to make. (Example: "Hundreds of billions" in paragraph 4, is recog
nized as more of a booster point than a hard statistic.) Finally, the student wisely minimizes direct quotations. 

The brief phrases quoted are few in number, but always relevant to a point the student is making. (Example: 
The four two-word phrases mentioned in paragraph 4 as examples of "rhetorical snap" designed to grab the 
delegates' attention.) 

Analyzing 

The student mentions three broad rhetorical features in paragraph 1 and is always aware of how they're 

meant to affect readers. (Example: The Alaska trip is cited as a way to get the listeners emotionally engaged in 
the scientific dilemma.) The student speculates plausibly on Obama's motives (example: the reasoning as to 
why Obama keeps repeating "Here in Paris"). The reader leaves with no doubt that the student thinks Obama 
has argued strongly, which is not the same thing as the forbidden step of taking a side. (One can admire the 
strength of an argument whether or not one agrees with it.) 

Writing 

The overall structure follows the (1. Facts 2. Emotions 3. Rhetoric) structure promised by paragraph 1. Each 
paragraph properly takes up one of those, in order. The essay contains no notable grammar errors and the 
sentence structure is pleasingly varied, with a good mix of simple sentences and complex ones. There are 
some evocative turns of phrase ("appeal to both the heart and the head"; "rev up his audience"; "the doom 

and gloom of his opening"; "hit them between the eyes" ; "get the world's sinners, meaning all of us, to mend 
our ways") . Finally, the conclusion, which appropriately summarizes the whole speech in new language, is 

correctly set apart from the rest of the essay. 

Next Steps 

Try the SAT Essay prompt in the "How Much Have You Learned?" section of this chapter. 
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How Much Have You Learned? 
We're leaving you with an additional prompt and, to extend your skills, a set of notes 

and outline that a student prepared from it: 

As you read the passage below, consider how George W. Bush uses 

• evidence, such as facts or examples. 

• reasoning to develop ideas and to connect claims and evidence. 

• stylistic or persuasive elements, such as word choice or appeals to emo

tion, to add power to the ideas expressed. 

Adapted from U.S. president George W. Bush's address from the East Room of the 
White House on January 7,2004. 

Many of you here today are Americans by choice, and you have followed in the path of 

millions. And over the generations we have received energetic, ambitious, optimistic 

people from every part of the world. By tradition and conviction, our country is a 

welcoming society. America is a stronger and better nation because of the hard work 

and the faith and entrepreneurial spirit of immigrants. 

2 Every generation of immigrants has reaffirmed the wisdom of remaining open to the 

talents and dreams of the world. And every generation of immigrants has reaffirmed 

our ability to assimilate newcomers-which is one of the defining strengths of our 

country .... 

3 During one great period of immigration-between 1891 and 1920-our nation 
received some 18 million men, women and children from other nations. The hard 

work of these immigrants helped make our economy the largest in the world. The 

children of immigrants put on the uniform and helped to liberate the lands of 

their ancestors. One of the primary reasons America became a great power in the 

20th century is because we welcomed the talent and the character and the patriotism 

of immigrant families. 

4 The contributions of immigrants to America continue. About 14 percent of our 

nation's civilian workforce is foreign-born. Most begin their working lives in America 

by taking hard jobs and docking long hours in important industries. Many immigrants 

also start businesses, taking the familiar path from hired labor to ownership. 

S As a nation that values immigration, and depends on immigration, we should have 

immigration laws that work and make us proud. Yet today we do not. Instead, we see 

many employers turning to the illegal labor market. We see millions of hard-working 

men and women condemned to fear and insecurity in a massive, undocumented 

economy. The system is not working. Our nation needs an immigration system that 

serves the American economy, and reflects the American Dream . . .. 

6 Today, I ask the Congress to join me in passing new immigration laws that reflect these 

principles, that meet America's economic needs, and live up to our highest ideals. 
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7 I propose a new temporary worker program that will match willing foreign workers 

with willing American employers, when no Americans can be found to fill the 

jobs. This program will offer legal status, as temporary workers, to the millions of 

undocumented men and women now employed in the United States, and to those 

in foreign countries who seek to participate in the program and have been offered 

employment here. This new system should be clear and efficient, so employers are able 

to find workers quickly and simply. 

8 This program expects temporary workers to return permanently to their home 

countries after their period of work in the United States has expired. And there should 

be financial incentives for them to do so. I will work with foreign governments on a 

plan to give temporary workers credit, when they enter their own nation's retirement 

system, for the time they have worked in America .... 

9 Some temporary workers will make the decision to pursue American citizenship. 

Those who make this choice will be allowed to apply in the normal way .... 

70 The citizenship line, however, is too long, and our current limits on legal immigration 

are too low. Those willing to take the difficult path of citizenship-the path of work, 

and patience, and assimilation-should be welcome in America, like generations of 

immigrants before them .... 

77 This new system will be more compassionate. Decent, hard-working people will now 

be protected by labor laws, with the right to change jobs, earn fair wages, and enjoy 

the same working conditions that the law requires for American workers. Temporary 
workers will be able to establish their identities by obtaining the legal documents we 

all take for granted. And they will be able to talk openly to authorities, to report crimes 

when they are harmed, without the fear of being deported. 

72 ... [01 ur country has always benefited from the dreams that others have brought here. 

By working hard for a better life, immigrants contribute to the life of our nation. The 

temporary worker program I am proposing today represents the best tradition of our 

society, a society that honors the law, and welcomes the newcomer. This plan will help 

return order and fairness to our immigration system, and in so doing we will honor 

our values, by showing our respect for those who work hard and share in the ideals of 

America. 

Write an essay in which you explain how George W. Bush builds an argument to 

persuade his audience that his temporary worker program should be adopted 
by Congress. In your essay, analyze how he uses one or more of the features 

in the directions that precede the passage (or features of your own choice) to 
strengthen the logic and persuasiveness of his argument. Be sure that your 
analysis focuses on the most relevant features of the passage. 

Your essay should not explain whether you agree with Bush's claims, but rather 
explain how Bush builds an argument to persuade his audience. 

After reading through the President Bush prompt, you may want to consult the follow
ing notes and outline before writing your essay. 

Chapter 28 
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Student's Three Elements/Devices 

1. Praises past and present contributions to immigrants 

• Statistics and generalizations 

• Paragraph 3: Long tradition, back when 18 mill were welcomed . Grateful for svc in WWI and WWII 
(immig. kids). 

• Paragraph 4: Continues today, 14% of workforce. Many start as employees and end up employers. 

Effect: Puts facts behind rhetoric about immigrants-makes their contributions concrete & real 

2. Anticipates and rebuts criticisms 

• Critics might say too costly, out of control bureauc. Paragraph 7: he wants "clear and efficient." 

• Expects temp workers to go back, but critics might worry about their welfare back home. Paragraph 8: 
we'll help smooth it out. 

• Critics might say "you're not talking about citizenship." Yes he is: there are provisions for those who 
want to stay (Paragraphs 9-10). 

Effect: Note he gets all of those out of the way before going on to list advantages in Paragraph 11. He 
really wants listeners to accept his plan so polishes off potential objections first. 

3. Uses rhetoric to connect plan to fundamental values 

• Early as Paragraph 2-U.S. welcomes immigrants 

• Paragraph 5 details current probs wjsystem, but a solution, same Paragraph, demanded by"Amer 
economy & Amer dream." 

• Paragraph 12: conclusion evokes "the best tradition of our society," "honor[ing] the law," & 
"shar[ing] in the ideals of America." 

Effect: Wants to make his reform plan a moral imperative, not just a practical one. Implies whether you're 

worried about economy or fairness, this plan speaks to your concerns. 

Student's Opening Paragraph 

To "sell" his immigration reform plan unveiled in early 2004, President Bush goes beyond the strict, narrow 

topic of the temporary worker to persuade the audience that immigrants in general need to be congratulated 
and protected. To do so, he praises their past and present contributions, anticipates and rebuts objections to 

his plan, and uses rhetoric to connect his plan to fundamental values of the u.s. 
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